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About This Game

Urja is fun, fast paced and challenging. This puzzling first person shooter will transport you into 12 beautiful worlds where you
will try to strike the balance between stealth and tactical strategy to reach the top of our global leaderboards and take part in

community competitions for real life prizes! The objective is simple; destroy all the entities as fast as you can. There are many
different ways to approach each world and with intuitive AI every game will be different.

Entities

Entities will attempt to stay alive by feeding on the energy found around them.

Entities have the ability to discharge energy. This is typically used to temporarily stun their prey.

Higher ranking entities can move faster and drain energy at greater distances.

Entities can transfer themselves into the depleted shell of higher ranking entities and as a result become more powerful.

The entities' appearance is inspired the board game chess. The knight, Bishop, and Rook entities have unique abilities.
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The Knight has the ability to enable a shield to block incoming energy.

The Rook's ability is to create temporary glass structures, which can be used to block. entrances/exits.

The Bishops unique ability is the power to resurrect dead entities.

Seasons

With Urja you will have the opportunity to win prizes, improve your FPS skills and challenge your friends on our new global
leaderboards. Each year is split into four seasons and the top 10 players from each season will win prizes. Prizes consist of the
latest AAA PC games, Steam vouchers and much more. As each season passes by expect new maps, game mods bug fixes and

more....

If you would like to find out more info on season one, or if you have any questions about Urja we have a dedicated support team
on hand at play@urja.me
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Breaking Fourth
Release Date: 9 Jan, 2015
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I generally pondered what it might be want to play fight Royal and Chess in the meantime… Not generally, however now I never
need to, because of Urja. Notwithstanding how apparently straightforward this FPS "riddle" is, it is really addicting and
extremely disappointing.

Firstly, I was surprised by the name – Urja. I was constrained to find it to check whether it composed with the style of the game
itself. There have been a few passages the extent that what it implies. It could mean Eminent, in the same way as my demise,
Invigorating (Or uneasiness, as I like to utilize), and exertion, which you require a great deal of to get the hang of it. Evidently
that "Urja" is the ideal title for this outside the box game. I can forget its hard-mode and hours of disturbance in light of the fact
that the idea, gameplay, and representation are exceptionally well done.

In spite of the fact that the game doesn't have an out and out story, it is adroitly sound. You begin as a pawn with a limited
measure of vitality in a guide of your picking, with different Chess pieces. The goal is to take their vitality while keeping your
own up. All the pieces do something valuable for them and the further up the ruler step you go, the more risky it gets to be.

Assaulting a pawn implies the pawn will assault you. The others simply move around, taking vitality balls off the floor before
any other individual can. When the pawn is down (in the event that you can get the pawn down) the following best move is to
strive for the Bishop. He can restore any piece that is gone down, making it the number 2 target. Ideally, with enough aptitude,
you can proceed onward to the knight, who has a shield, et cetera. The more you execute, the more vitality you are permitted to
have and use for the following piece.

On the off chance that you choose you have the ideal shot to bring down a higher piece initially, in the same way as the Knight
for instance, each piece positioned beneath that Knight WILL come after you. That is the reason I propose the step system.
Begin from the base and work some way or another up. The idea is similar to the diversion Fish, where you are a fish that can
just consume littler fish until you get greater, and inevitably you consume the entire biological system. Despite the fact that your
triumph isn't that excellent when you finish a round, you do get your name on a fairly vacant pioneer board. That ought to put
some point of view on the trouble of this game.With each guide, there's another and amazingly composed world. No corner was
left without some lovely detail to occupy you from the confusion within reach. It is carefully enriched, similar to the Entities
you are pursuing. There is truly no issue with lighting and no glitching. There didn't appear to be any feature or sound settings,
yet its one of few diversions I've played that needn't bother with them.

I accept the potential in Urja is keeping pace with the improvement. Should they extend, I am certain the game will just show
signs of improvement. Until further notice however, there are sufficient planets, procedures, and traps to keep this game around
for some time. It's a breath of serious and outside air in the FPS series, one that was greatly requied.
. It's just not worth any money at all until it is balanced, but it probably never will be, because people have been complaining
about how overly difficult it is for months/years and it hasn't gotten better by the time I finally bit the bullet and bought it. I
thought I could "be good enough" to find the value in the game that other negative reviewers couldn't, but they were right: it's
just too overwhelmingly difficult. The concept is the only thing good, here, but the game itself is all-but-broken. The only way
this would be worth any money is if you see some major developer updates posted after the date of this review. If not? Stop
giving these people money for a game that is definitely still in beta, whether they want to see it that way or not.. sorry for bad
english)

In this FPS Shooter you play against one of each Chess-Piece. Everyone has a uniqe abilty and your mission is to be the last one
alive.
All you have to do is to drain energy from you Opponents or form little energyballs on the ground an shoot the energy on you
Enemies. No weapons and no abilities you can choose from.

The game is pretty hard and offers you 12 different Maps which are pretty small.
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9.99 (7.99 on sale) is a bit much for 12 singleplayer-maps and lack of "special" content.

I for example couldnt get really into it. The visuals are unique and interresting which is good, but for me the gameplay felt a bit
boring. If I could i would give it a rating between Positive and Negative, but after all it tends to negative.. 
https://youtu.be/Q8ZZWNJT8n4. Within five minutes of play, you can tell that this developer didn't playtest without being
present to give verbal explanations of what the hell is going on. You can press F1 to get some vague instructions but that's crap.
If I wanted to read a book then I wouldn't be playing video games right now. Video games have their own methods of delivering
information (through game play) which are completely missing from this experience. There is no reason why this game can't
walk new players through how to play it with an interactive tutorial other than incompetence or laziness on the part of the
developer and that, by itself, is ample justification for a negative review at this point.

Despite it looking beautiful with it's crisp asthetic and chess motif, I would not recommend this at $10 and would find it a
headscratcher whether or not to recommend it at $1. (I picked it up in a bundle) It may have wonderful FPS mechanics but if so,
they're hidden behind a barrier to entry which is so completely unnecessary that the sheer magnitude of this bad design choice is
just staggering. If an interactive tutorial is added later then that would change things, but at this point, I just don't see how
anyone who isn't friends with the developer could recommend it. It's like a jigsaw puzzle manufacturer who forgot to print a
picture on the puzzle pieces.. Still trying to figure out if the game is actually finished...... it is definitely original, I really like the
aesthetic but it is not for everyone, not for me. There is no intro, menu, tutorial, you dont know what to do and even if you do it
is little slow and get quite borring really fast.
not my cup of tea :/. The concept is genius, the AI is hard as $#!%, this game is an underrated gem!
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So, basically, what you have to do here it's stand the last one. It seems like an easy task but once you start playing, you will
notice that this isn't a game like others. You are a basic pawn and have no habilities. You have to "kill" your mates in order to
reach a higher level/piece and get higher skills. But add to this task the fact that your mates doesn't allow you to attack others in
the same way that others wont attack you. This makes you stealth and wait for a good oportunity to enter in the body of the
others pieces.

Graphically the game looks kinda nice. The atmosphere and maps gives you a calm gameplay where you can think your strategy
without rush. There is no frustrating music or anything that could distract you.

If you are searching a different game to spend some hours thinking, this is your game. This isn't a fast paced FPS so make sure
that isn't what you are looking for when buying this game. Also, take into account that the game requires some amount of time
to understand and get used to.

7/10. I wanted to like this game, and the idea of it sounded interesting.
There is a help menu that's well hidden on the splash screen, and you'll need to read it because the game doesn't offer a tutorial
or any amount of help on suggesting what you should be doing and how. After I read the menu, I tried to play aggressively, and
you just can't. If you attack anybody, every entity will attack you and gank you. So I tried a slower, methodical approach. I think
a pawn shot me and sucked out my energy from behind and I died. Great. This whole game is a frustrating experience and not
worth your time.. interesting new fps gameplay.
not my type of game, though.. I like this game, but who exactly asked for this? Its a strategic chess themed fps, its worth the
money.. Totally different concept than any other games - worth to give it a try :)
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